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AuDIT OF lOw PRESSuRE
DRYER SAVES ENERGY
By Ron Marshall for the
Compressed Air Challenge®

c Compressed air audits are valuable
exercises on significant energy users in a plant.
Often done on main compressed air systems,
these studies are also valuable on secondary
systems, like dedicated low pressure circuits
that feed production machinery. An audit
of such a system turned up some surprising
results on a process that was initially thought
to be very efficient.
A common accessory to flexible packaging
printing machines is an electrically powered
nozzle system utilizing heated low pressure
(30 psi) compressed air. The hot pressurized
air is precisely directed through a compact
arrangement of nozzles at a web of just printed
material which causes the ink to dry quickly.
This operation not only speeds up the printer
throughput, but requires substantially less
supply and exhaust air volumes over standard
natural gas fan powered drying systems.
Reported energy savings for this type of drying
system is in the order of 25 to 50% over the
gas type. These dryers require a supply of
clean and dry 30 psi air from an external
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source. One such source is low pressure
lubricant free screw compressors.
On request by the customer, as part of basic
customer service, the local power utility,
Manitoba Hydro, undertook an analysis
of one of these drying systems which was
installed at a large Winnipeg based plastics
product manufacturer. The dryer was supplied
compressed air from a dedicated 150 HP
air-cooled lubricant-free single-stage screw
compressor capable of producing 1050 cfm
of continuous 2.5 bar (38 psi) compressed air.
Initial spot check readings were taken on the
air compressor which was operating in load/
unload mode. The hour meters on the local
control showed the compressor had been
running 51,500 hours, yet showed the unit was
loaded only 9,400 hours of the total. In all, the
compressor duty cycle calculated to only 18%
over the life of the unit. Power measurements
showed the compressor consumed 128kW
fully loaded and 84 kW unloaded. A check
of the manufacturer’s specifications for this
unit showed something was wrong, the loaded

kW reading was higher than normal and
the unloaded kW was much higher than the
expected 20 to 30% of full load.
Hour meter readings and kW measurements
can be very important indicators of
compressed air system efficiency issues. In this
case, it would appear that internal compressor
problems and a mismatch in compressor
capacity may be greatly reducing the overall
efficiency of the system. Fully loaded this
compressor could produce a flow of 38 psi
compressed air at a specific power of 11.2 kW
per 100 cfm. The unit was actually consuming
power at a rate of 34.5 kW per 100 cfm, even
higher than an efficient compressed air system
would run at 125 psi. The initial readings
showed that about 75% of the compressor’s
total power was consumed when the unit was
unloaded and producing no air.
Data loggers were placed on the system
and a load profile was developed (Chart 1).
During the data logging the compressor was
repaired which immediately reduced the power
consumption in both the loaded and unloaded
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Learn the Basics of Compressed Air Analysis
Join Compressed Air Challenge for the next session of
Fundamentals of Compressed Air Systems WE
(web-edition) coming in November of 2013. Led by our
experienced instructors, this web-based version of the popular
Fundamentals of Compressed Air Systems training uses
an interactive format that enables the instructor to diagram
examples, give pop quizzes and answer student questions
in real time. Participation is limited to 25 students. Please
visit www.compressedairchallenge.org, to access online
registration and for more information about the training.
If you have additional questions about the new web-based
training or other CAC training opportunities, please contact
the CAC at info@compressedairchallenge.org

HEAD-IN-THE-SAND
COMPRESSED AIR
MONITORING POLICY?
NOT WITH US.

TRANSMITTER FOR MEASURING COMPRESSED AIR
CONSUMPTION AND MONITORING DEWPOINT
Only by closely monitoring compressed air can operating costs be reduced
and availability ensured. E+E Elektronik‘s thermal mass flow meters provide an
accurate means of measuring consumption throughout compressed air networks.
A dewpoint sensor can also be installed in the same ball valve for quality control
purposes.
www.epluse.com
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condition to the manufacturer’s rated power
levels of 118 kW loaded and 51 kW unloaded.
This also eliminated periods of low pressure
that were being experienced. It was interesting
to note that these low pressures did not affect
production activities.
The data logging showed that while the drying
system was operating 22 percent of the time

the compressor was only loaded 12 percent
of the time. Further to this, the compressor
ran unloaded the remaining 78% of the time,
including during non-production hours on
the weekend. These wasted unloaded operating
hours not only consumed significant energy,
but also accumulated machine maintenance
hours, which caused unnecessary expensive
maintenance and repair costs.

Chart 1: Typical production week profile showing significant time spent unloaded.

The compressor and heaters were consuming
just over 1,000,000 kWh per year. The
compressor repairs immediately saved about
30% of the compressor consumption or
260,000 kWh per year.
The low compressor duty cycle during actual
production, the compressor was only loaded
54% of the time (12/22 hours), showed that
the compressor is too large for the current
production capacity, in fact the unit had been
purchased for two presses, but only one was
actually implemented.
The object of the whole drying system is to
get heated compressed air to the material to
be dried. This is somewhat at odds with the
way the compressor is designed. The unit
chosen was an air cooled unit that had an
after-cooler installed. The purpose of the after
cooler in a normal system is to lower the
temperature of the compressed air so as not
to negatively affect the compressed air user.
In this case the compressed air user needed
air temperatures higher than that produced
by the air compressor. In essence the after
cooler was removing heat of compression
that could be used to benefit the dryer
system rather than using directly powered
electric heating elements. This compressor
heat was then removed from the compressor
and blown directly outdoors, even in winter
months when natural gas heating was
required in the building.
A number of proposed energy measures were
developed that, if implemented, could save
additional electrical energy and displace
natural gas used for building heating:
p The operating hours of the

Chart 2: Compressor repairs immediately reduced the loaded and unloaded power consumption and improved
the pressure.
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compressed air system could
be reduced by turning the
compressor off on weekends
and during evening nonproduction hours. Investigation
revealed that the compressor
has remote control inputs that
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Best Practices for
Compressed Air
Systems Second Edition

This 325 page manual begins with the considerations
for analyzing existing systems or designing new ones, and
continues through the compressor supply to the auxiliary
equipment and distribution system to the end uses. Learn
more about air quality, air dryers and the maintenance
aspects of compressed air systems. Learn how to use
measurements to audit your own system, calculate the
cost of compressed air and even how to interpret utility
electric bills. Best practice recommendations for selection,
installation, maintenance and operation of all the equipment
and components within the compressed air system are in
bold font and are easily selected from each section.

could be used to turn off the
compressor when the press is
off and low pressure air was not
required.
p Heat of compression can

be used for both drying and
building heat. Main compressor
ventilation can be outfitted
with automatic dampers that
direct the substantial heat
of compression indoors in
winter months to supplement
building heat. The after cooler
of the compressor (air cooling
only) can be bypassed to keep
the heat of compression and
supplement the main drying
operation, reducing the need
for electric heating.
p The system pressure can be

lowered for some savings.
Investigation revealed that the

nozzles required only 22 psi
compressed air rather than
the 29 psi average pressure. At
low pressure the rule of thumb
stating 1 % energy reduction for
every 2 psi reduction typically
used for compressed air energy
reduction does not apply. At the
current system pressure this
7 psi energy reduction would
reduce the compressor loaded
power by about 14%.
p Should the compressor need

replacing in the future, the
customer should consider right
sizing the compressor to more
closely match the actual flows
required by the drying nozzles.
Variable speed drive controlled
compressors are available
that could better match the
compressed air requirements,
eliminating wasteful unloaded

run time, while keeping a
constant lower air pressure,
reducing the specific power
of the system.
The potential savings by addressing these
measures are estimated at 61% of the existing
compressor operation or 610,000 kWh. Further
to this a reduction of dryer heater power of 22%
is expected saving about 7,000 addition kWh
per year. Heat recovery potential is estimated
at 9,700 cubic meters of natural gas.
This study illustrates the value of assessing
compressed air systems of every kind for
potential savings opportunities. In this case
the customer was unaware of the energy
this system was wasting and the internal
compressor problems that were causing
increased power consumption.

CAC Training Available
Projects like this can be yours for the taking;
the secret is to apply some knowledge
gained from a CAC training seminar and
do some measuring. There are pre-qualified
instructors available now to help you host
your own seminar. More information on
CAC’s many instructors is at http://www.
compressedairchallenge.org/training/
instructors/

To read more System Assessment articles,
visit www.airbestpractices.com/systemassessments

“The potential savings by addressing these measures are estimated
at 61% of the existing compressor operation or 610,000 kWh. ”
— Ron Marshall
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